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Mobile is  a key part of driving in-s tore traffic. Image credit: Lancme

 
By SARAH JONES

While mobile phones are increasingly being used by consumers for purchases, they can also play a key role at
driving in-store traffic for retailers through search.

According to a new report from Uberall, more than 80 percent of consumers are using their mobile phones to search
for retailers, products and more that are near them at the moment. Leveraging the keywords "near me" and gaining
visibility in these localized searches is a key way to get consumers in the door.

"'Near me' searches provide a major opportunity for luxury brands," said Josha Benner, cofounder and CRO of
Uberall.

"Most of today's shoppers still purchase luxury items in brick-and-mortar stores, making easy discovery even more
important," he said. "And, as our survey shows, 'near me' searches are one of the most useful and popular ways for
people to find out which stores are in their direct vicinity.

"By showing up in these searches, luxury brands can increase the number of people coming into their stores."

The first annual "Near Me Shopping Report" from Uberall is  based on a study of more than 1,000 people on their
"near me" search behavior.

Mobile marketing
About seven in 10 consumers use their smartphone to facilitate shopping tasks, the most popular of which is
researching products. Consumers also turn to their phones to compare prices or look for deals.

Showing the importance of mobile to bricks-and-mortar retail, more than half of those who use their phones for
shopping seek out store hours or locations.

Earlier this year, Google shared data that showed that searches for the phrase "near me" have spiked in the last
couple of years. Since 2016, the tech company has seen searches for "near me now" grow 150 percent.

Specifically, Google has noted a 200 percent growth in the use of the combination of "open," "near me" and "now"
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on mobile devices. The number of mobile searches that ask where to buy specific items nearby has also risen by
500 percent.

According to Lisa Gevelber, vice president of marketing for the Americas at Google, searches that make use of these
terms indicate consumers' purchase intent. These queries are also typically aimed at satisfying an immediate need,
whether for shopping or restaurants.

Consumers use mobile to find products near to them. Image credit: Neiman Marcus

Uberall found that the majority of consumers have used the terms "near me" to find localized results. While 82
percent of all respondents say they have done a "near me" search, 92 percent of millennials have done so.

Consumers are most apt to search for a specific store near them. Following that, they are likely to look for a product,
with searches for specific brand names less common.

Food is the top category for "near me" searches, but about 40 percent of consumers ask about products such as
apparel and accessories and personal care.

For brands looking to capture consumers as they search, Uberall found that this type of research is one in which the
top results win. Ninety-three percent of those surveyed said they were at least somewhat likely to click on one of the
first three links that appear.

"Optimization means having a comprehensive digital footprint online," Mr. Benner said. "Luxury brands can use
SEO to move to the top of search results, which can ultimately make or break a business in today's mobile-centric
landscape.

"And they can boost their SEO by using Web sites, mobile apps, store locators, search engines, maps and GPS, social
platforms, advertising networks and more," he said. "These are all effective methods that can really go a long way in
helping luxury brands boost their visibility and rankings in searches."

Purchase path
Lending more credence to the undeniable correlation between in-store visits and mobile purchases, research from
xAd revealed that two out of three U.S. consumers venture into bricks-and-mortar locations to supplement product
research undertaken on smartphones.

XAd's 2016 Mobile Path to Purchase report, done in collaboration with Millward Brown, studied how individuals in
five different countries leverage their mobile devices to make retail-related purchases. The findings corroborated
the notion that in-store visits still play a crucial role in driving sales on smartphones, as customers appreciate being
able to see and experience a product in real-life before using digital channels to search for price comparisons and
reviews (see story).

Luxury consumers are increasingly using digital channels within their purchase paths, with a mere 22 percent
starting and ending their journey offline.
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A new report from McKinsey entitled "The age of digital Darwinism" highlights luxury brands' growing need for
digital competency, as even boomers spend significant time online and on smartphones. Whereas the conversation
in the last few years has largely been about translating a luxury experience to a screen, McKinsey now sees
expectations hinging on digital impacting the bricks-and-mortar environment (see story).

"Shoppers use mobile in a number of important ways," Mr. Benner said. "While many people are buying directly
from devices, there's also a large population using mobile as a research companion before buying in-store.

"Google data finds that 70 percent of smartphone users who bought something in a store first turned to their phone
for information about that purchase," he said. "If brands and marketers want to be competitive in-store or online, they
simply must become discoverable on mobile devices."
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